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Abstract In this paper we present a new software tool for
dealing with the problem of segmentation in Digital
Imagery. The implementation is inspired in the design of a
tissue-like P system which solves the problem in constant
time due the intrinsic parallelism of Membrane Computing
devices.
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1 Introduction
Nature is a big inspiration source for designing solutions to
a broad panoply of problems. Natural Computing studies
computational paradigms inspired from various well
known natural phenomena in physics, chemistry and biol-
ogy1. It abstracts the way in which nature acts, conceiving
new computing models. The field is growing rapidly and
there are many open research lines based on nature. Among
them, Cellular Automata (von Newmann 1966) conceived
by Ulam and von Newman as a spatial distribution of cells
able to reproduce the behavior of complex systems;
Genetic Algorithms introduced by Holland (1992) which is
inspired by natural evolution and selection in order to find a
good solution in a large set of feasible candidate solutions;
Neural Networks introduced by McCulloch and Pitts
(1988) based on the interconnections of neurons in the
brain; DNA-based molecular computing, that was born
when Adleman (1994) published a solution to an instance
of the Hamiltonian path problem by manipulating DNA
strands in a lab; Swarm Intelligence (Engelbrecht 2005)
based on the behavior and communication of mobile
organisms as ants or bees acting in the environment;
Artificial Immune Systems (de Castro and Timmis 2002)
based on the natural immune system of biological organ-
isms; Amorphous Computing (Abelson et al. 2000) inspired
from the development of morphogenesis in biological
organisms or Membrane Computing (Pa˘un 2000, 2002)
based on the functioning and morphology of living cells
and tissues.
All these computational paradigms have in common the
use of an alternative way of encoding the information,
adapted to the bio-inspired substrate and the use of intrinsic
parallelism of natural processes.
In this paper we present a bio-inspired software for
solving the Segmentation Problem in Digital Imagery.
Segmentation in computer vision (see Shapiro and Stock-
man 2001), refers to the process of partitioning a digital
image into multiple segments (sets of pixels). The goal of
segmentation is to simplify and/or change the representation
of an image into something that is more meaningful and
easier to analyze. Image segmentation is typically used to
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locate objects and boundaries (lines, curves, etc.) in images.
More precisely, image segmentation is the process of
assigning a label to every pixel in an image such that pixels
with the same label share certain visual characteristics.
Segmentation in Digital Imagery has several features
which make it suitable for techniques inspired by nature.
One of them is that it can be parallelized and locally
solved. Regardless how large is the picture, the segmen-
tation process can be performed in parallel in different
local areas of it. Another interesting feature is that the basic
necessary information can be easily encoded by bio-
inspired representations.
In the literature, one can find several attempts for bridg-
ing problems from Digital Imagery with Natural Computing
as the works by Subramanian and coworkers (2003a, b] or
the work by Chao and Nakayama (1996) where Natural
Computing and Algebraic Topology are linked by using
Neural Networks (extended Kohonen mapping). In this
paper, we will use an information encoding and techniques
borrowed from Membrane Computing.
Membrane Computing is a theoretical model of com-
putation inspired by the structure and functioning of cells
as living organisms able to process and generate informa-
tion. The computational devices are called P systems (Pa˘un
2000). Roughly speaking, a P system consists of a mem-
brane structure, in the compartments of which one places
multisets of objects which evolve according to given rules.
In the most extended model, the rules are applied in a
synchronous non-deterministic maximally parallel manner,
but some other semantics are being explored2.
According to their architecture, these models can be split
into two sets: P systems such that their membrane structure
is a tree-like graph, called cell-like P systems and P systems
whose membrane structure is a general graph. In this second
group we can find tissue-like P systems and spiking neural P
systems. This paper is devoted to the second approach: tis-
sue-like P systems. In Christinal et al. (2009a, b, 2010)
started a new bio-inspired research line where the power and
efficiency of tissue-like P systems (Dı´az-Pernil et al. 2008,
2009) were applied to topological processes for 2D and 3D
digital images. In this paper, we present a new software tool
to segment 2D digital images based in the works of Chris-
tinal et al. just mentioned. This tool simulates the behavior
of the tissue-like P systems described in Christinal et al.
(2009a) and allows us to work with images in JPG format.
Simulation of different variants of P systems have been
widely studied in the last years. Since there do not exist
implementations of P systems in vivo nor in vitro, the natural
way to explore the behavior of designed P systems is to
simulate it in conventional computers. A short description of
some of these simulators can be found in Dı´az-Pernil et al.
(2010), Gutie´rrez-Naranjo et al. (2006). In (Borrego-Ropero
et al. 2007), a first simulator for tissue-like P systems was
presented. Currently, a big effort is being developed in the P-
lingua project (Dı´az-Pernil et al. 2008), by combining an
efficient simulation engine with an ad hoc description
language.
The paper is organized as follows: firstly, we present our
bio-inspired formal framework. Next, we present the
family of tissue-like P systems used to obtain a segmen-
tation of a 2D digital image. In Sect. 4 we introduce our
software tool and illustrate its use with some examples.
Finally, some conclusions are presented.
2 Formal framework: tissue-like P systems
Tissue-like P systems were presented by Martı´n-Vide et al.
(2002). They have two biological inspirations (see Martı´n-
Vide 2003): intercellular communication and cooperation
between neurons. The common mathematical model of
these two mechanisms is a network of processors dealing
with symbols and communicating these symbols along
channels specified in advance.
The main features of this model, from the computational
point of view, are that the membrane structure is a general
graph and the objects in the environment are available in an
arbitrarily large amount of copies.
Formally, a tissue-like P system with input of degree
q C 1 is a tuple
P ¼ ðC;R; E; w1; . . .; wq;R; iP; oPÞ;
where
(1) C is a finite alphabet, whose symbols will be called
objects,
(2) Rð CÞ is the input alphabet,
(3) E  C (the objects in the environment),
(4) w1; . . .; wq are strings over C representing the multi-
sets of objects associated with the cells at the initial
configuration,
(5) R is a finite set of communication rules of the
following form:
ði; u=v; jÞ
for i; j 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .; qg; i 6¼ j; u; v 2 C;
(6) iP 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .; qg is the input cell,
(7) oP 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .; qg is the output cells.
A tissue-like P system of degree q C 1 can be seen as a
set of q cells (each one consisting of an elementary
membrane) labelled by 1; 2; . . .; q: We will use 0 to refer to
the label of the environment, iP denotes the input cell and
2 We refer to Pa˘un (2002) for basic information in this area, to Pa˘un
(2010) for a comprehensive presentation and the web site P system
web page for the up-to-date information.
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oP denotes the output cell (which can be the region inside a
cell or the environment).
The strings w1; . . .; wq describe the multisets of objects
placed in the q cells of the system. We interpret that E  C
is the set of objects placed in the environment, each one of
them available in an arbitrarily large amount of copies.
The communication rule (i, u/v, j) can be applied over
two cells labelled by i and j such that u is contained in cell i
and v is contained in cell j. The application of this rule
means that the objects of the multisets represented by u and
v are interchanged between the two cells. Note that if either
i = 0 or j = 0 then the objects are interchanged between a
cell and the environment.
Rules are used as usual in the framework of membrane
computing, that is, in a maximally parallel way (a universal
clock is considered). In one step, each object in a mem-
brane can only be used for one rule (non-deterministically
chosen when there are several possibilities), but any object
which can participate in a rule of any form must do it, i.e.,
in each step we apply a maximal set of rules.
A configuration is an instantaneous description of the
system P: Given a configuration, we can perform a com-
putation step and obtain a new configuration by applying
the rules in a parallel manner as it is shown above. A
computation is a sequence of computation steps such that
either it is infinite or it is finite and the last step yields a
halting configuration (i.e., no rules can be applied to it).
Then, a computation halts when the system reaches a
halting configuration.
3 Segmenting digital images in constant time
In this section, we segment images based on edge-based
segmentation. It consists on finding boundaries of regions
which are sufficiently different from each other. There exist
different techniques to segment an image. Some of them
are clustering (Wang et al. 2005), histogram-based meth-
ods (Tobias and Seara 2002), watershed transformation
methods (Yazid and Arof 2008), graph partitioning (Yuan
et al. 2009) and image pyramids methods (Kropatsch et al.
2007). Some of the practical applications of image seg-
mentation are medical imaging (Wang et al. 2005), objects
classification and face recognition (Kim et al. 1998). We
define a family of tissue-like P systems to segment 2D
images.
3.1 A family of tissue-like P systems for a 2D
segmentation
We can divide the image in multiple pixels forming a
network of points of N2: Let C  N be the ordered set of
all colors in the given 2D image. Moreover, we will
suppose each pixel is associated with a color of the image.
Then we can codify the pixel (i, j) with associated color
a 2 C by the object aij.
The following question is to decide which pixel is
adjacent to a given one. We have decided to use in this
paper the 4-adjacency (Rosenfeld 1970, 1979). In this case,
each pixel has four (horizontal and vertical) neighbors. The
extension to different adjacencies is straightforward.
At this point, we want to find the border cells of the
different color regions that are within the image. Then, for
each image with n 9 m pixels ðn; m 2 NÞ we will con-
struct a tissue-like P system whose input is given by the
objects aij codifying a pixel, with a 2 C: The output of the
system is given by the objects that appear in the output cell
when the system stops.
Based on that, we define a family of tissue-like P sys-
tems to perform an edge-based segmentation to a 2D
image.
For each n; m 2 N we consider the tissue-like P system
P ¼ ðC;R; E; w1; w2;R; iP; oPÞ
defined as follows:
(a) C ¼ R [ faij : 1  i  n; 1  j  m; a 2 Cg
[fAij : 1  i  n; 1  j  m; A 2 Cg;
(b) R ¼ faij : a 2 C; 1  i  n; 1  j  mg;
(c) E ¼ C  R;
(d) w1 = w2 = ;,
(e) R is the following set of communication rules:
(1) ð1; aijbkl=aijAijbkl; 0Þ; for a; b 2 C; a \ b; 1  i;
k  n and 1 B j, l B m.
These rules are used when the image has two adjacent
pixels with different associated colors (border pixels).
Then, the pixel with lower associated color is marked
and the system brings from the environment an object
representing this marked pixel (edge pixel).
(2) ð1; aijaijþ1aiþ1jþ1biþ1j=aijaijþ1Aijþ1aiþ1jþ1biþ1j; 0Þ for
a; b 2 C; a \ b; 1  i  n  1; 1  j  m  1:
ð1; aijai1jai1jþ1bijþ1=aijai1jAi1jai1jþ1bijþ1; 0Þ for
a; b 2 C; a \ b; 2  i  n; 1  j  m  1:
ð1; aijaijþ1ai1jþ1bi1j=aijaijþ1Aijþ1ai1jþ1bi1j; 0Þ for
a; b 2 C; a \ b; 2  i  n; 1  j  m  1:
ð1; aijaiþ1jaiþ1jþ1bijþ1=aijaiþ1jAiþ1jaiþ1jþ1bijþ1; 0Þ for
a; b 2 C; a \ b; 1  i  n  1; 1  j m  1:
These rules mark with a bar the pixels which are
adjacent to two pixels of the same color which were
marked before, but with the condition that the marked
objects are adjacent to another pixel with a different
color. Moreover, an edge object representing the last
marked pixel is brought from the environment.
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(3) (1, Aij/k, 2), for 1 B i B n, 1 B j B m. This rule is
used to send the edge pixels to the output cell.
(f) iP ¼ 1
(g) oP ¼ 2:
3.2 An overview of the computation
Rules of type 1, in a parallel manner, identify the border
pixels and bring the edge pixels from the environment.
These rules need 4 steps to mark all the border pixels. From
the second step, the rules of type 2 can be used with the
first rules at the same time. So, in 4 more steps we can
bring from the environment the edge pixels adjacent to two
border pixels (as explained above). The P system can apply
the first two types of rules simultaneously in some con-
figurations, but it always applies the same number of these
two types of rules because this number is given by the edge
pixels (we consider 4-adjacency). Finally, the third type of
rules are applied in the following step on the edge pixels
appearing in the cell. So, with one more step we will have
all the edge pixels in the output cells. Thus, we need only 9
steps to obtain an edge-based segmentation for an n 9 m
image. Therefore, we can conclude that the problem of
edge-segmentation in 2D images is solved in constant time
with respect to the number of steps of any computation.
4 A software tool
In (Christinal et al. 2009), preliminary segmentation results
were obtained using the tissue simulator developed in
Borrego-Ropero et al. (2007). Such a tissue simulator
follows one of the common features of the first generation
of simulators for cell-like P systems, that is the lack of
efficiency in favor of expressiveness. Therefore, experi-
ments performed using this tool were extremely slow, and
could only use synthetic images of at most 30 9 30 pixels.
In order to perform experiments with bigger images, a
new software tool has been developed. This software
makes possible the obtaining of segmented real images that
have been partitioned following a membrane computing
approach.
For optimal effectiveness and flexibility, the object
oriented C?? programming language has been used in the
implementation.
The software input consists of a digital 2D image. The
image format can be any of the most common raster image
formats (jpg, png, gif,…). Such image is provided to the P
system as a set of objects aij where (i, j) covers the n 9 m
array of pixels and a belongs to C; the set of colors.
At the beginning, the input cell contains objects aij
codifying the colored pixels from an 2D image (where a is
the color value of the pixel, and i, j its coordinates).
As an output, the software provides a black image (with
the same format as the input image), where the detected
border pixels are white. In other words, pixels belonging to
the output cell of the system will be considered white, and
printed out in the output image.
Some experiments and results are shown in Figs. 1, 2
and 3. Figure 1 shows a geometrical 340 9 340 picture
together with the output image of the software. Due to the
sharp boundaries within the image, a precise segmentation
result is obtained. In Fig. 2 a more complex image is
Fig. 1 Segmentation result of a
340 9 340 pixels image
computed in 0.105 s
Fig. 2 Segmentation result of a
600 9 600 CT image of human
lungs, computed in 0.33 s. On
the left, the initial image, on the
middle the binarized image, and
on the right the segmentation
result
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shown. It is a 600 9 600 medical image that corresponds
to computed tomography (CT) human lungs. In that case,
the software tool needs to preprocess the initial image
before segment it. This fact is due to the simplicity of the
segmentation algorithm implemented here, and future
improvements of it are planned. In this case, the prepro-
cessing transforms an image with many gray levels into a
black and white image (middle image in Fig. 2). The out-
put of the system is show on the right picture. The seg-
mentation process took 0.33 s. A similar example can be
seen in Fig. 3. In this case, the image of a toy of size
437 9 437 was segmented in 0.31 s.
5 Conclusions and future work
Segmentation has features which makes it suitable for
techniques from Natural Computing. Local solution or the
parallelism of the process can be studied from a theoretical
point of view, but for an effective application of these
techniques to the real world, it is necessary to have an
appropriate software tool.
This paper represents an improvement with respect to
the simulator presented in Borrego-Ropero et al. (2007).
Our software tool is able to deal with images of reasonable
size and can become a helping tool for the treatment of
digital images, as the two last examples show.
The software can be improved and several research lines
are open. One of them is to study the influence of the type
of adjacency (4 or 8) on the result. The possibility of
including preprocessing features in our tool be also studied.
As a final remark, we will consider to adapt this software to
a parallel hardware architecture and exploit in a realistic
way the intrinsic parallelism of membrane computing
methods.
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